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ROSS ANSWER KEY - CHAPTER 40 

1.  The land is ADONAI’s *or belongs to ADONAI], for He will establish it. 

 a. hfne\n:w]ky::  POLEL IMPF 3ms Nwk 

2.  The hosts [or armies] took their stand on every border of Israel. 

 a. w@bc@;yAt;hi:  HITHPAEL PF 3cp bcy 

3.  {Genesis 2:25} The two of them were naked – the man and his wife – and they were not ashamed.    

 a. w@yh;y@I|wA:  QAL WCI 3mp hyh 
 b. w@#$#$f\b@ot;yi: HITHPOLEL IMPF 3mp #$wb 
 
4. {Proverbs 24:3} With wisdom, the house will be built; with understanding , it will be established. 

 a. hneb@fyI:  NIPHAL IMPF 3ms hnb 
 b. Nnf\w]k@t;yI:  HITHPOLEL IMPF 3ms Nwk  
 
5. {Genesis 22:5} Abraham said to his servants, “(Y’all) sit here with the donkey, and let me and the 

young man go there and worship and return to you (all).” 

 a. rme)$y@wA:  QAL WCI 3ms rm) 
 b. w@b#$;:  QAL IMPTV mp b#$y 
 c. hkfl;n":  QAL COH 1cp K7lh 
 d. hwEhjt@#$;nI|w:: HISHTAPHEL COH 1cp hwx + waw conj. 

 e. hbfw@#$nFw:: QAL COH 1cp bw#$ + waw conj. 

 
6.  {Isaiah 1:3} An ox knows its purchaser and a donkey [the] feeding trough of its master; Israel does not 

know, My people do not understand. 

 a. (dayF: QAL PF 3ms (dy 
 b. (dayF: QAL PF 3ms (dy 

 c. NnF|w]b@t;hi: HITHPOLEL PF 3ms Nyb 
 
7. {Jeremiah 51:25} “Right now I *am+ against you, O destroying mountain,” [was] the oracle of ADONAI, 

“Destroying the whole earth: I will extend My hand against you and roll you from a rocky crag and set 

you for a burning mountain.” 

 a. tyxi#$;m@aha: HIPH PTC ms tx#$ + def. article    @ha 
b. tyxi#$;m@aha: HIPH PTC ms tx#$ + def. article    @ha 
c. ytiy+inFw:: QAL WCP 1cs h+n  
d. K1yt@il;g@Al;gIw:: PILPEL WCP 1cs llg 2ms obj. suff. 

e. K1yt@itan:w@: QAL WCP 1cs Ntn + 2ms obj. suff. 


